Run 2684 – October 25th 2021
The Octoberfest Birthday Run
Mowbray Park, East Brisbane
Hares: Divot (catering), Little Arseplay (trail), Snappy Tom (birthday beers)
Arriving late I hoped to avoid the GM who I knew would be looking for an e-scribe.
Obviously I failed. 26 hashmen (if you count Irish) braved the wet weather hoping for
another German feast and a few Octoberfest beers. With the storm clouds looming a
quick vote was taken as to whether the onon should be moved to the Shafton hotel or
we risk a BBQ by the river. There was a unanimous vote for the german sausages.
After an extensive briefing from Little Arseplay who had set the trail – piss off that way
was his only instruction – the pack set off hoping there were still some markings left.
Scruffy retired hurt early leaving Tinkerbelle, Bugs, XXXX and Optus as the only runners.
In a rare show of intelligence from a hare some of the markings were under bridges and
trees and we were able to find the trail as far as Norman Park station, but ultimately the
rain won. The runner’s route is below. I have no idea where the walkers went but other
than Tweety & Multiple Choice they straggled in after the runners.
After sausages and beer Monk Divot rounded up Tinkerbelle for complaining about never
being SoW, Fucknut, Irish Joke for token appearances (DoleBludger as stand in, not
XXXX) and Radar nominated Multiple Choice. Ultimately Radar was SoW for nominating
MC when his bus driving and manners were exemplary. Obviously all that training is
paying off. All in all a snappy (pun intended) circle and the makings of a great double act
– Divot as monk and Snappy Tom giving out free beers worked well.
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